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ABSTRACT. Among the multitude of preservation problems archivists and special collections curators face in their collections, arguably one of the most challenging is the preservation of historic scrapbooks.  Although scrapbooks do not often comprise a large portion of collections in archives or special collections, they are critically important as research tools, and their composition, irreplaceability, and complicated degradation create preservation challenges for even the most seasoned collection manager.  These materials have long troubled conservators and archivists, but few have written on the topic due to the array of variability in their format, types of enclosures, and deterioration.  Written for an archival audience, this article explores the composition of most scrapbooks, outlines the most common methods of deterioration, offers some simple preservation options, and considers the advantages and limitations of conservation treatment and reformatting options for these unique materials. 






History of the Development and Use of Scrapbooks
Found in almost all archival and historical special collections, scrapbooks are unique artifacts, each created by individuals or groups to record specific eras and histories. These items are critically valuable to researchers as they show a personalized historical view of the times they record.  The editors of The Scrapbook in American Life summarize the value of scrapbooks:
[…] scrapbooks hold different value for different people.  Historians tend to judge each one individually, usually as part of a biographical work and sometimes in isolation from historical and economic context.  Anthropologists treat them as folk culture; art historians, as receptacles for prints and photographs.  When scrapbooks are added to archives and libraries, they bring with them complex preservation problems.​[1]​ 
Scrapbooks often include materials such as photographs, writings or clippings that have been attached to pages in a book format.  The use of scrapbooks reached their heyday from the 1920s to the 1970s, though the practice has recently been experiencing a revival in popularity.​[2]​ 
Scrapbooks were introduced as a popular format in the early 1900s, though the practice of pasting clippings or photographs into books had occurred in a less fashionable sense for decades before.  The force behind their increased popularity around the turn of the twentieth century was the increased convenience and affordability of photography and popular magazine imagery from the late 1800s.  Beginning in the 1850s, albums were used to collect calling cards, signatures, and photographs, which developed into both the traditional photo album and what came to be called scrapbooks.​[3]​ 
Although some preservation challenges exist even for the simplest of scrapbooks—those containing only photographs in a standard binding—many more preservation obstacles exist because of the highly varied nature of the materials often attached to a scrapbook’s pages.  Although photographs and flat paper materials remain the most common objects included in scrapbooks, many may also include pressed flowers, tobacco products, human hair, animal skins, plastic objects, rubber artifacts, textiles, and food, to name only a few.  




Very little has been written on the subject of scrapbooks, and even less has been directed towards the critical audience of archivists.  The primary research work on the topic is the Book and Paper Group of the American Institute for the Conservation of Historic and Artistic Works’ Conservation of Scrapbooks and Albums (2000).​[4]​  This publication consists of ten papers and one abstract presented at the 1999 joint meeting of the Book and Paper Group and the Photographic Materials Group of the American Institute for Conservation.  The chapters range from observations and treatments of photographic albums and a history of photo albums and structures to conservation treatment summaries for specific photo albums.  Although a very useful resource, it is written by and for an audience of conservators and does not reach the audience who is most desperately in need of assistance in this area: the archivist or collection manager.  Of more assistance is Sherelyn Ogden’s “Preservation Options for Scrapbooks and Album Formats(1991) that appeared in a 1991 issue of the Book and Paper Group Annual.​[5]​  This article likewise was written for a conservation audience, but it does address some of the most critical questions that must be answered by collection managers: how do you know if the scrapbook has artifactual or informational value, or a combination of both and how will this affect the making of preservation and conservation decisions?  Lastly, Jane Rutherson offers an interesting history of the development of scrapbooks in her 1999 article “Victorian Album Structures” (1999).​[6]​ Again written by and for conservation professionals, this article was published in The Paper Conservator and gives a wonderfully detailed account of the history of the bindings and pages of Victorian albums, but does not delve into their deterioration and care.   
These three major publications offer a range of critical knowledge for preservation and conservation professionals faced with the treatment of individual scrapbooks, but none offer collection-wide suggestions for their care, nor explore the specific preservation issues presented by the common memorabilia found within them.  
Many short publications are available through newsletters and the Internet that are directed towards collection managers. Among them, Ivan Hanthorn’s seven “Tips on Preserving Scrapbooks” (1996)], and short informational leaflets produced by the U. S. National Archives and Records Administration and the Library of Congress are the most useful.​[7]​  In addition, Robert DeCandido, then working in preservation at the New York Public Library, wrote two short pieces in an attempt to generate more research in the area of scrapbooks through his articles “Out of the Question” (1982)  and “Scrapbooks”(1993) ​[8]​ Although these two pieces do speak of the preservation and conservation concerns  that scrapbook items cause for their curators, both articles are frustratingly brief and overly generalized. They do not examine the truly complex preservation issues that scrapbooks present nor offer significant suggestions as to their care.  The remainder of this article addresses these complex issues and offer solutions for preservation and access.

Introduction to Format: What Makes a Scrapbook?
A characteristic scrapbook consists of several components: a cover or binding; a textblock of bound-in pages; and a unique collection of memorabilia of one or many formats that is attached to the pages of the book.  Although many scrapbooks have been created using bindings and pages created exclusively for this purpose, other scrapbooks may be generated using ledgers, notebooks, or other book formats readily available.  Additionally, people often constructed their own scrapbooks.  These “books” did not always follow traditional binding structures and were often made of a variety of materials chosen more for their availability or decorative nature than their working properties.  Even so, they still follow the basic structure of a bound volume.

Scrapbook Structure and Materials
The cover of a scrapbook is usually not the main source of its value, yet many of the present publications in the literature focus on this element because it is more standardized than the variety of memorabilia held within the book.  Although covers may be of preservation concern if a scrapbook has high curatorial or artifactual value, they were often mass-produced and relatively unadorned.  Even the lavish covers found on older Victorian albums, illustrated in Primanis’ “Interim Report on the HRHRC Photograph Album Survey 1. Nineteenth-Century Photograph Albums: Structures, Condition, and Treatments” ​[9]​ were mass-produced and may offer only moderate curatorial value to the object.  Many of the mass-produced scrapbooks from the  twentieth century were frequently bound in cloth, though examples can be found in leather, suede, paper, plastics and other materials.  It is not the cover, however, but the page attachment method, that makes many scrapbook structures different from other types of books.
The standard method of page attachment in scrapbooks allows for one or any combination of the following: easy removal of the pages; full 180-degree opening of adjacent pages; or compensation through the use of stubbing or adjustable depth between pages for the addition of memorabilia.  Structures found to allow for these desired effects include metal three-ring binders, metal or plastic spiral bindings, metal or plastic post bindings, staple and strap structures, cord or ribbon laced bindings, sewn gatherings with or without paper stubs, wire loops, cloth hinges, and plastic sleeves.​[10]​  





Common Types of Memorabilia Found in Scrapbooks
Of course, the main reason that scrapbooks are collected in archives is for the materials that they contain, not the books themselves.  Almost all scrapbooks contain at least some photographic or paper materials.  Photographic formats most often found in scrapbooks depend upon the date it was created, but common formats include cyanotypes, albumen prints, silver gelatin prints, photo-mechanical prints (such has half-tones, rotogravures, and digitally printed photographs), instamatic and color prints.​[11]​ Transparencies and negatives are rarely found.  Paper objects included often consist of newspaper and magazine clippings, written or typed sheets, printed pamphlets, telegrams, cards, broadsides, drawings, and paintings.  
Although paper and photographic materials are the most common, the materials included in a scrapbook are only limited by the resourcefulness of the scrapbook’s creator and the physical limitations of the scrapbook’s pages (though even this did not always hinder a determined scrapbooker).  Frequent ephemeral materials attached to or laid into scrapbooks include plastic (often celluloid), leather, felt, tobacco products, pressed flowers, human hair, rubber balloons, metal trinkets, ribbons, wood, and sweets.

Attachment of Memorabilia









Damage to the Scrapbook Structure
The “fullness” of a scrapbook can cause stresses on the binding and page attachment.  Scrapbooks are frequently filled to the point of bursting— with pamphlets, photographs and posters squeezed onto every available space on the page (see Figure 1).  This results in warping or structural failure of the binding as well as stress on the pages due to the weight of the memorabilia (see Figure 2).

FIGURE 1.  A scrapbook binding stressed by over-filling


FIGURE 2. A very full scrapbook page.

Even when scrapbooks are not over-filled, the inexpensive materials many 





Many scrapbook pages are made of low-grade wood pulp paper in which a high quantity of impurities are already present, resulting in a greater potential to produce acids over time than with higher-quality papers.  As acids are created, they react with the paper fibers, breaking the fiber chains to cause embrittlement and also breaking off small, colored byproducts that slowly shift the color of paper into the yellows and browns.  Paper frequently begins to exhibit a color shift before it becomes noticeably embrittled, however with black or other colored pages, this color shift is sometimes difficult or impossible to see.

Failure of Attachment Mechanisms
Frequently, it is not the binding or even the pages that an archivist is concerned about; it is what is attached to them that has the most significance.  Therefore, one of the most important structural concerns for scrapbook preservation is the persistence and stability of the attachment of the memorabilia.  Unfortunately, this is also one of the most pervasive and challenging problems due to the degradation of the adhesives, the structural instability of the paper support and the weight and/or size of the memorabilia.
Broadly speaking, almost all adhesives deteriorate in one way or another.  As adhesives fail, attachments can be harmed in two ways .  The adhesive can become very mobile and permeate the substrate of the memorabilia, causing permanent translucency and discoloration to paper, photographs, or other porous materials, or it can lose its adhesive properties and release the attachment either completely or partially, thus stressing the remaining points of attachment.   
Even if adhesives were not used, other methods of attachment can also fail.  Paper straps become fragile and break, while ribbon straps and pins frequently pull through the embrittled pages.  Staples and other metals may rust in higher humidity environments and the process of iron oxidation slowly eats through both the paper support and the memorabilia in localized areas.








It is difficult to predict how the memorabilia in a scrapbook will age, since their deterioration relates not only on their own stability, but also on their handling and immediate environment (support pages, attachment mechanism and the stability of objects on adjacent pages).  Some common problems, however, can be anticipated.  Photographic deterioration has been fairly well documented in other sources  but common problems include ferrotyping (often called mirroring) of silver gelatin photographs, fading of albumen and color images, and color shifts in cyanotypes.​[13]​  Papers enclosed in a scrapbook are subject to the same deterioration as the pages they are mounted to, and often exacerbated by their close proximity to the mounting pages that can cause damage via acid migration or other adverse chemical reactions from adjacent materials.
Other substances, such as plastics, textiles, leathers, furs and hair, plant-based objects, and foods all naturally degrade at different rates.  In many cases their very nature is chemically unstable and degradation to some degree is unavoidable under normal conditions.  The archivist must take extra care, however, to avoid interaction between reactive memorabilia, such as degrading rubber adhering to adjacent materials, or insect infestations on plant, animal and food-based materials by interleaving or removing problem artifacts.


Practical In-house Preservation Tactics
The first and greatest step archivists can take to preserve scrapbooks is to store and handle them according to appropriate preservation guidelines.  Although following these guidelines will not improve the condition of an already deteriorated scrapbook, it will greatly decrease the likelihood of future damage and deterioration.

Stable Storage Environment
A stable storage environment is especially important for scrapbooks due to the wide range of materials held within them.  As a general guideline, scrapbooks should be kept in a cool, dry, dark storage environment to decrease the rate of degradation of the enclosures and the pages of the book itself.  Ideally, storage should be 65±2 degrees Fahrenheit or lower and between 35 and 50 ±3 percent relative humidity (RH). Although these serve as targets for those who have heating, ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) systems that can hold tight controls, tightly regulated environments can be nearly impossible to maintain in older buildings with outdated HVAC systems.  In these cases, the most important factor for long-term storage is a stable environment, where the storage conditions are kept as low and cool as the mechanical system allows with minimal fluctuations both daily and yearly.  




Whether viewed by patrons or archives staff, scrapbooks should be handled with the same level of care, since fragile pages and compromised attachment mechanisms are at risk when pages are turned.  The use of heavy sheets of polyester film (at least .005 inches in thickness) or lightweight cardstock (.20  inches thick, or 20 point weight) can be used to help support pages as they are turned.  To do this, one should cut a sheet slightly larger than the page of the scrapbook—this can be placed under a page to help to evenly distribute its weight as it is being lifted, or placed over a page to support the weight of its attached objects while it is turned over.  In either case, care should be taken not to snag delicate enclosures when inserting or removing the support board.
Whether to use cotton gloves when viewing a scrapbook is a decision best made for each individual scrapbook.  Although gloves protect fragile photographic emulsions from fingerprints, gloves reduce the dexterity of the wearer and can snag ragged paper edges, causing tears.  As a general rule, if a scrapbook is predominantly photographs, cotton gloves should probably be recommended.  If the book is less than half photographs or if the pages are heavily loaded with awkward enclosures or has many ragged edges, insist on freshly washed hands without gloves.
Cradles can be used to help support fragile scrapbook bindings as they are being viewed.  Depending on the page attachment structure of the scrapbook, such as post bindings and laced bindings, a great deal of stress is put on the innermost two inches of the gutter margin of the paper when a scrapbook is opened flat. 
  A cradle can be used to reduce the opening angle of the scrapbooks from 180 degrees (on a flat table) to between 90 and 150 degrees, depending on the type of cradle, thus reducing unnecessary stress on the scrapbook pages.   
Lastly, photocopying of scrapbooks can cause a great deal of damage if not done cautiously.  Do not allow patrons to photocopy scrapbook pages themselves.  If pages must be copied and a photograph or planetary scanner is not an option, copying should be completed by archives staff only.  If possible, the scrapbook page should be removed from the rest of the book prior to copying to reduce stress on the binding and adjacent pages.  If this is not possible, use two people to copy the pages—one to support the bulk of the scrapbook and one to run the copier—if the scrapbook is heavy, bulky, or fragile.

Archival Processing and Upkeep
Whether to remove items from a scrapbook is a decision each archivist must make.  Certain items, such as tobacco materials, foodstuffs, fur, hair, and dried flowers pose greater preservation hazards due to their risk of mold and insect infestation.  Strictly from a preservation perspective, it is advantageous to remove these sorts of materials.  The decision to do so, however, must also be based on the scrapbooks artifactual and research value.  In some cases, the completeness of the artifact is more important than the risk of future insect infestation.  In these instances, annual surveys of the condition of such high-risk enclosures should be taken to ensure their continued bug-free condition.   If items are removed, they should be documented as to their location and placement on the page, and photographed if the original materials are not to be retained in a separate container.  An alternative to removal of such items is isolating the item by encapsulation or bagging in polyester and remounting the encapsulated package onto the original page.  Although this does change the aesthetics of the original scrapbook, it greatly reduces the risk of infestation or mold outbreaks while retaining all of the original enclosures in place.
Another instance where items may be removed or housed separately is when the page attachment is compromised and items break free of the backing pages, or when items were laid into the scrapbook but never attached.  If remounting the items safely is not an immediate option, such items can be documented and housed separately in folders and their original location documented both in the scrapbook (in the form of a separation note) and on the folders that store the separated items.  


Conservation And Reformatting Options
Conservation 
Conservation treatment of scrapbooks is almost always complicated and time consuming due to their construction, format, and variability.  Although minor repairs, such as reattaching occasional loose enclosures or mending a torn page can be done relatively easily, the complete conservation treatment of a scrapbook—with the goal of creating a physically sound and chemically stable artifact—typically takes many hours to complete.  Full conservation treatment of an original scrapbook should only be undertaken for those items of very high value to the collection.  Less holistic conservation treatment, such as minor stabilization repairs, conservation treatment of individual enclosures, or combinations of conservation treatment and reformatting often require less time (and therefore money) than full treatment, and are many times better suited repair options for most scrapbooks.  If full or partial conservation treatment is considered, be sure to ask yourself the following questions before talking to a conservator, as the answers will help direct the extent of work exercised on the object: 
1)	How at risk is the scrapbook?  Can it be handled safely if used carefully?
2)	Will damage increase if treatment is not performed on the scrapbook in the next year?  Five years?
3)	Are both the scrapbook binding and the enclosures of high value?  If both are not, can conservation treatment be done only on the artifact of value, or must both be done to save it?  
4)	How frequently is the scrapbook used, or is the scrapbook going on exhibit, loan or other public viewing?​[14]​

Reformatting
The reformatting of scrapbook materials is a preservation option that can be an alternative to conservation, or be done in concert with treatment for a variety of reasons.  An example of digitally scanned scrapbooks can be found on Indiana University’s Hoagy Charmichael Collection Web site.​[15]​ With the recent popularity of digitization, digital projects are increasingly focusing on unique collection materials that present interesting visual and historical content. Scrapbooks often fall inside these selection parameters and may therefore be considered as part of a digitization project, independent of preservation and conservation concerns.  Alternatively, digitization, microfilming, or the production of paper facsimiles may be offered as alternatives to conservation for access to particularly fragile objects. Each of these options presents different levels and types of access for patrons using the reformatted item and each has its advantages and disadvantages.  Due to the costs and potential permanent changes to the artifact in order to allow for high-quality reformatting, the decision to reformat should be considered thoroughly before any scanning or microfilming project begins.
 Preservation-quality microfilm remains the most traditional reformatting option. Although this method is still the preferred reformatting option for the reproduction of books and newspapers, it is not so easily adapted to the multidimensional format of scrapbooks. In many cases, scrapbooks consist of pages layered with text and image materials—frequently these materials must be unfolded, lifted, or opened for full viewing.  In order to fully capture all of the image contained in a scrapbook, many separate images (frames of microfilm) must be taken of the same page to record both how the page looks when the book is first opened, but also to record all of the information held within those layers, otherwise all the information is not represented and preserved. 
In addition to the potential for multiple frames for each page, there are other considerations before proceeding with a scrapbook microfilming project.  Many of the artifacts held within a scrapbook are grayscale or color, which will not translate well into traditional bi-tonal microfilm.  Although continuous tone (photographic quality grayscale) and color microfilm are options, their cost is significantly more than bi-tonal.  These other microfilm formats can be used for select pages, but must then be stored on different reels and therefore would not provide continuous viewing of the scrapbook in its original order, which could be frustrating for patrons.  Lastly, to acquire undistorted image capture, scrapbooks are frequently disbound before microfilming.  Though some scrapbook formats are not damaged and are indeed built to allow for the easy removal of their pages, others can be permanently changed in the disbinding process.  In many cases, these cannot be rebound and must reside in boxes as individual sheets from then on.  An advantage of microfilm, however, is that it is an approved preservation format that can, if necessary, replace the original if the physical scrapbook is in such bad repair that it can no longer be used.


Digitization is far more popular as a reformatting option for many reasons, including wider and easier access, ability to display color images, and reduced storage space.  However, many of the same concerns about disbinding and multiple layers of information requiring multiple image capture are the same as with microfilm. One distinct advantage, however, is that digitization is almost always done in color, so the limitations of bi-tonal images for microfilm is not as much of a concern in the digital realm.  Digitization is, as we all know, an excellent access tool, but unless your archives has a committed digital preservation program, digital versions should not be used to replace the original, but should be used only for access.  Additionally, scrapbooks can be more problematic to digitally capture than other flat paper formats, as they require digital photography or the use of planetary scanners for overhead image capture.  This can increase the cost and labor for scanning, since they cannot be mechanically sheet fed and are oftentimes very difficult to scan on conventional flatbed scanners due to their multiple layers and depth of focus.
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